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MEETINGS

OVERVIEW
5G is expected to imbue our environment with an intelligence that can evaluate and respond to us, ultimately transforming how we 
interact with our day-to-day surroundings, involving trillions of Internet of Things (IoT) devices, smart cars, homes and buildings, 
augmented and virtual reality, healthcare and mission-critical applications, among others. The fundamental structure of this cyber 
ecosystem is, most likely, prone to several – yet undiscovered – security threats.

The project involves 15 Partners from 8 European countries, and aims to design and develop an analySis software scheme of uNiform 
statistiCal sampling, aUdit and defence. The main idea draws on formalising the logic of expressing the notions of cyber security and 
digital privacy by means of final formulas and fuse them into optimisation strategies to acquire the truly optimum defence recommen-
dation in dynamic manner. In this respect, SANCUS will dimension new inclusive Key Performance Indicator metric, namely, the securi-
ty-vs-privacy-vs-reliability efficiency trade-off, for measuring the system network cybersecurity and privacy performance explicitly, 
flexibly, automatically, and agnostically.

 To realise the heterogeneity of the security and privacy levels across the system network and its supply chain, the proposed scheme 
sits on six efficient engines, which combine unique modelling of the Internet of Things units, cutting edge methods for automated 
firmware and software validation and verification, and innovative Artificial Intelligence driven game techniques for the automated 
optimisation of the control and trust of digital services.

The SANCUS project will last three years and will developed a contemporary network testbed prototype built on latest 5G and 
cloud-native system setting and running three pilot use cases for examining the scheme performance across Firmware, Virtualisation 
and Management software layers. 

In the past period,3 plenary meetings took place, hosted by the project coordinator, Dr Hicham Khalife from Thales, to review the 
project’s progress, and outline the roadmap ahead. All 15 partners joined remotely via teleconference due to COVID-19 restrictions.

SANCUS 3RD PLENARY MEETING
16TH-17TH MARCH 2021

SANCUS 1ST PLENARY MEETING
10TH SEPTEMBER 2020

SANCUS 2ND PLENARY MEETING
3RD-4TH DECEMBER 2020
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Dr. Nikolaos Pitropakis of partner 8BELLS represented SANCUS project at the ‘22nd 
INFOCOM WORLD CONFERENCE’ on the 27th of November 2020. Dr. Nikolaos’ presen-
tation entitled ‘SANCUS: Redefining security and Privacy in Modern ICT Infrastructures’ 
provided a brief overview of the project and its objectives and deliverables, the use 
cases, and synergies with other related projects.

PUBLIC DELIVERABLES

D1.2 Data Management Plan March 2021IANUS

D1.3 Project rules for ethical issues and data handling March 2021IANUS

D2.1 Security concerns and connectivity approaches in the 
SANCUS ecosystem

March 2021EBOS

DELIVERABLE LEAD BENEFICIARY SUBMISSION DATE

D2.2 Use cases and planned attack scenarios March 2021ULANCS

D7.2 Dissemination and Communication plan December 2020EBOS

D7.1 Project website September 2020EBOS

EVENTS PARTICIPATION 

SUBMISSION DATE
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Dr. Georgios Kioumourtzis of partner IANUS represented SANCUS project at ‘The 3rd 
Annual Forum of CERIDES – Excellence in Innovation & Technology’ on the 26th of 
November. Dr. Georgios’ presentation titled ‘SANCUS Project Overview’ provided the 
project problem statement, approach, key concepts and innovations, and finally a 
high-level architecture.

The public deliverables can be found in SANCUS website.

Dr. Nikolaos Pitropakis of partner 8BELLS represented SANCUS project at ‘The 3rd 
Annual Forum of CERIDES – Excellence in Innovation & Technology’ on the 27th of 
November 2020. Dr. Nikolaos’ presentation, titled ‘5G and the Pathway to Privacy 
Preserving Infection Tracking and Contact Tracing in SANCUS Project’ first detailed 
8BELLS’ expertise in contact tracing through 5G technologies, their role in SANCUS 
project, and finally an overview of the project objectives, as well as its synergies with 
other relevant projects.
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CONTACT
info@sancus-project.eu

www.sancus-project.eu

twitter.com/ProjectSancus

www.linkedin.com/company/sancus-project/

www.facebook.com/sancusproject

Youtube: Sancus Project

ACCEPTED PUBLICATION

European Conference on Networks 
and Communications (EUCNC)

8-11 June 2021

SANCUS – Towards Unifying the 
Analysis and Control of Security, 
Privacy and Service Reliability

CONFERENCE TITLE PARTNERS AUTHORS TYPE
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